CIT Exam Scoring Service: Remark Office OMR Software from Gravic
72-hour turnaround M-F; we encourage you to scan your own tests to get instant results.

Contact Information:

Name: ______________________________________  Email: ______________________________________
Department: __________________________________ Phone: ______________________________________
Drop-Off Date: __________________________________ Drop-Off Time: ________________________________

Report Formats:

All test results will be returned to you electronically via the email address as listed above.
If hardcopies/printouts are involved, how do you want us to return those tests to you? (i.e.,
the Answer Key and the tests/bubble sheets)
☐ Please call me when you want me to pick them up
☐ Please email me when you want me to pick them up
☐ Please send them directly to me via Inter-Campus Mail (ICM)

Select Report Types:

Class and Student Reports:
☐ 101 - Student Statistics Report
   Statistical data related to the performance of each student
☐ 102 - Comparative Grade Report
   Statistical data related to the performance of each student broken down by selected criteria (i.e. demographics)
☐ 103 - Class Frequency Distribution Report
   Dispersion of students over the selected grade scale
☐ 105 - Student Response Report
   Matrix of students and their responses
☐ 107 - Demographic Grade Report
   Breaks down student performance data by the selected criteria (i.e. demographics).
☐ 112 – Student Achievement Report
   Statistical data related to the performance of students related to the test benchmarks.
☐ 150 - Student Grade Report
   Individual grade results for each student.
☐ 160 – Student Response Similarities Report
   Analysis responses to find similarities between tests.

Item Analysis Reports:
☐ 201 - Detailed Item Analysis Report
   Statistics related to each question response.
☐ 203 - Item Analysis Graph Report
   Limited response totals and graphs for each question.
☐ 204 - Condensed Item Analysis Report
   Break-down of respondent selections for each item in a condensed format.
☐ 206 - Condensed Test Report
   Condensed statistical analysis of each question on the test.

☐ 220 – Integrated Item Analysis Report
   Break-down of respondent selections for each item (including textual data) in a condensed format.

Test And Item Statistics Reports:
☐ 310 - Test Statistics Report
   Statistics related to the overall test & each defined learning objective.
☐ 320 - Test Item Statistics Report
   Statistical data related to each graded test question.
☐ 330 – Comparative Item Report
   Question statistics broken down by selected criteria (i.e. demographics).

Response Reports:
☐ 401 - Response Report by Item
   Responses from regions, grouped by question.
☐ 402 - Response Report by Respondent
   Responses from regions, grouped by respondent.

Changed Answer Reports:
☐ 500 – Comparative Changed Answer by Item
   Question cross out statistics broken down by selected criteria (i.e. demographics).
☐ 510 – Comparative Changed Answer by Student
   Change answer statistics for each student broken down by selected criteria (i.e. demographics).
☐ 520 – Changed Answer by Item
   Statistical data related to each graded test question.
☐ 530 – Changed Answer by Student
   Statistical data related to the answers changed by each student.